Declaration of Consent

Declaration of Consent
I agree that fernetzt. Verein zur Förderung junger Forschung zur Frauen- und
Geschlechtergeschichte Wien (hereafter “fernetzt”) may collect, store, and use the following data
related to my person:







name
email address
research interests
brief description of my person
link to my personal website (if given)
photo (if given)

in order to make researchers and their work visible and to present them on the blog (and website) of
fernetzt. The brief description of my person, my name, as well as the link to my personal website (if
given) and/or my photo (if given) will be published on fernetzt.univie.ac.at.
The blog article(s) submitted by me and edited by fernetzt will also be published on the website
fernetzt.univie.ac.at. Links to this article or these articles will be shared via our email list
(fernetzt@lists.univie.ac.at), Twitter account (@fernetzt), and Facebook account. The storing of my
email address serves the editorial activities of fernetzt.
As an author on the fernetzt blog, I commit myself to respecting third-party copyrights. This means in
particular that I submit original work authored by myself; that I cite sources when using third-party
materials; that I indicate verbatim quotations; in other words that I respect the standards of good
scholarly work, and only use images or videos of which I own the copyright or for which I have
obtained the necessary permission for publication on this blog.
I grant this blog the rights of use for publications on the blog and agree to the forms of dissemination
cited above (blog, newsletter, Twitter, Facebook).
I further agree to the following conditions:
In order to publish and edit my blog article, a user account must be created on fernetzt.univie.ac.at:
This requires a valid email address and a username. Authors and commentators will be named on the
respective websites with at least this username, and where applicable, the above-cited information
(brief description, research interests, link to personal website, photo) will also be included.
The administrators of fernetzt.univie.ac.at have access to all the information provided in the user
accounts (for examples names and email addresses). This information will be used exclusively for
administrative purposes and will under no circumstances be shared with third parties.
My personal data will be deleted as soon as the purposes for which it was collected no longer apply,
provided that its deletion does not contravene any legal period of retention.
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The data protection declaration of fernetzt can be found here:
http://www.univie.ac.at/fernetzt/datenschutz/. I hereby acknowledge that I have read and
understood and agree to these terms and conditions.
I hereby acknowledge that I have read and understood and agree to the data stipulations (right to
information, correction, deletion etc.) according to Art. 12-21 Datenschutz-Grundverordnung.
I hereby declare that I make this declaration of consent of my own free will. I am hereby also
informed that I can revoke my consent at any time with immediate effect, without forms and without
negative consequences to myself.
I can direct my declaration of revocation (including of parts of the agreement) to:
info.fernetzt@univie.ac.at. In the case of a revocation, fernetzt will upon receipt of my declaration of
revocation delete all data stored by fernetzt and any data processing parties.
I hereby agree to this declaration of consent.

……………………………..……

……………………………………………

Place, Date

Signed (Name)
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